Using the spectral regression method, we test for long-term stochastic memory in three-and six-month daily returns series of Eurocurrency deposits denominated in major currencies. Significant evidence of positive long-term dependence is found in several Eurocurrency returns series. Compared to benchmark linear models, the estimated fractional models result in dramatic out-of-sample forecasting improvements over longer horizons for the Eurocurrency deposits denominated in German marks, Swiss francs, and Japanese yen.
I. Introduction
Many economic and financial time series exhibit considerable persistence. Using standard unit root tests of the I 1 ( )/I 0 ( ) variety, most of these series are best characterized as integrated processes of order one, denoted by I 1 ( ) . The assumption of an integer integration order is arbitrary, and relaxing it allows for a wider range of subtle mean reverting dynamics to be captured. Allowing for the integration order of a series to take any value on the real line (fractional integration) leads to the development of longmemory models.
The long-memory, or long-term dependence, property describes the high-order correlation structure of a series. If a series exhibits long memory, persistent temporal dependence exists even between distant observations. Such series are characterized by distinct but nonperiodic cyclical patterns. The presence of long memory dynamics gives nonlinear dependence in the first moment of the distribution and hence a potentially predictable component in the series dynamics. On the other hand, the short-memory, or short-term dependence, property describes the low-order correlation structure of a series.
For short-memory series, observations separated by a long time span are nearly independent. Standard autoregressive moving average processes cannot exhibit long-term (low-frequency) dependence as they can only describe the short-run (high-frequency) behavior of a time series.
The presence of fractional structure in asset prices raises issues regarding theoretical and econometric modeling of asset prices, statistical testing of pricing models, and pricing efficiency and rationality. Applications of long-memory analysis include Greene and Fielitz (1977) , Lo (1991) , and Barkoulas and Baum (1996) for U.S. stock prices; Cheung (1993a) for spot exchange rates; and Fang, Lai, and Lai (1994) , and Barkoulas, Labys, and Onochie (1996) for futures prices. The overall evidence suggests that stochastic long memory is absent in stock market returns but it may be a feature of some spot and futures foreign currency rates.
In the present study we extend the aforementioned literature by investigating the presence of fractional dynamics in the returns series (yield changes) of three-and six-month Eurocurrency deposits denominated in eight major currencies: the U.S. dollar, Canadian dollar, German mark, British pound, French franc, Swiss franc, Italian lira, and Japanese yen. We emphasize the implications of long memory for predictability and market efficiency. According to the market efficiency hypothesis in its weak form, asset prices incorporate all relevant information, rendering asset returns unpredictable. The price of an asset determined in an efficient market should follow a martingale process in which each price change is unaffected by its predecessor and has no memory. If the Eurocurrency returns series exhibit long memory, they display significant autocorrelations between observations widely separated in time. Since the series realizations are not independent over time, past returns can help predict future returns, calling into question the validity of the efficient capital market hypothesis.
Using the spectral regression method of estimating the fractional integration parameter, evidence of long memory dynamics is obtained in the Eurocurrency returns series for the Canadian dollar (three-month maturity only), German mark, Swiss franc, and Japanese yen. With the exception of the three-month Eurocanadian dollar returns series, long memory forecasts are superior to linear predictors over longer forecasting horizons, thus establishing significant nonlinear mean predictability in these series. 
II. The Spectral Regression Method
where L is the backward-shift operator, variance, i.e. see Granger and Joyeux (1980) . Assuming that d ∈ 0,0.5 Hosking (1981) showed that the correlation function, (⋅) , of an ARFIMA process is proportional to 2d−1 k as k →∞ . Consequently, the autocorrelations of the ARFIMA process decay hyperbolically to zero as k →∞ which is contrary to the faster, geometric decay of a stationary ARMA process. More specifically, let I( ) be the periodogram of y at frequency defined by
Then the spectral regression is defined by Assuming that 
III. Data and Empirical Estimates
The data set consists of daily rates for Eurocurrency deposits 6 is imposed in the construction of the t − statistic for d .
As Table 1 indicates, robust evidence of fractional dynamics with longmemory features is obtained for the three-and six-month GM, SF, and JY returns series and the three-month CD returns series. 1 The fractional differencing parameters are similar in value across the two maturities considered for the GM, SF, and JY returns series. These series are not short memory processes, which would exhibit a rapid exponential decay in their impulse response weights. However, they are clearly covariance stationary as their d estimates lie below the stationarity boundary of 0.5. The presence of long memory is stronger, in terms of magnitude of the estimated fractional differencing parameters, for the SF and JY returns series while it is milder for the GM and CD series. The implications of the long-memory evidence in these Eurocurrency returns series can be seen in both the time and frequency domains. In the time domain, long memory is indicated by the fact that the returns series eventually exhibit positive dependence between distant observations. A shock to the series persists for a long time span even though 1 We also applied the Phillips-Perron (PP) and Kwiatkowski, Phillips, Schmidt, and Shin (KPSS) unit-root tests to the returns series of Eurocurrency deposits. The combined use of these unit-root tests offers contradictory inference regarding the low-frequency behavior of several Eurocurrency returns series, which provides motivation for testing for fractional roots in the series. The long-memory evidence to follow reconciles the conflicting inference derived from the PP and KPSS tests. To conserve space, these results are not reported here but are available upon request from the authors.
it eventually dissipates. In the frequency domain, long memory is indicated by the fact that the spectral density becomes unbounded as the frequency approaches zero; the series has power at low frequencies.
The evidence of fractional structure in these returns series may not be robust to nonstationarities in the mean and short-term dependencies.
Through extensive Monte Carlo simulations, Cheung (1993b) shows that the spectral regression test is robust to moderate ARMA components, ARCH effects, and shifts in the variance. However, possible biases of the spectral regression test against the no long memory null hypothesis may be caused by infrequent shifts in the mean of the process and large AR parameters (0.7 and higher), both of which bias the test toward detecting long memory. A similar point is made by Agiakloglou, Newbold, and Wohar (1993) . We now investigate the potential presence of these bias-inducing features in our sample series.
Graphs of the fractal Eurocurrency returns series do not indicate that the data generating process for the series in question underwent a shift in the mean. 2 Therefore the evidence of long memory for these series should not be a spurious artifact of changes in the mean of the series. To examine the possibility of spurious inference in favor of long-term persistence due to strong dependencies in the data, an autoregressive (AR) model is fit to each of the series in question according to the Schwarz information criterion. An AR(1) model is found to adequately describe dependence in the conditional mean of the three-and six-month GM, three-month SF, and three-and sixmonth JY returns series while an AR(2) representation is chosen for the three-month CD and six-month SF returns series. All AR coefficient estimates are very small in value suggesting the absence of strong short-term dependencies. 3 Therefore, neither a shift in mean nor strong short-term dynamics appears to be responsible for finding long memory in the Eurocurrency returns series.
IV. A Forecasting Experiment
The discovery of fractional orders of integration suggests possibilities for constructing nonlinear econometric models for improved price forecasting performance, especially over longer forecasting horizons. An ARFIMA process incorporates this specific nonlinearity and represents a flexible and parsimonious way to model both the short-and long-term dynamical properties of the series. Granger and Joyeux (1980) The long-memory forecasts are compared to those generated by two standard linear models: an autoregressive model (AR), described earlier, and a random-walk-with-drift model (RW). We reserve the last 347 observations from each series for forecasting purposes. We analyze out-of-sample forecasting horizons of 1-, 5-, 10-, 24-, 48-, 72-, 96-, 120-, 144-, 168-, 192-, 216-, 240-, 264-, and 288-steps ahead, corresponding approximately to one-day, oneweek, two-week, one-, two-, three-, four-, five-, six-, seven-, eight-, nine-, ten-, eleven-, and twelve-month forecasting horizons. These forecasts are truly ex ante, or dynamic, as they are generated recursively conditioning only on information available at the time the forecast is being made. Forecasting performance is judged by root mean square error (RMSE) and mean absolute deviation (MAD) criteria.
Tables 2 through 8 report the out-of-sample forecasting performance of the competing modeling strategies for our fractal Eurocurrency returns series.
Comparing the linear models first, the AR and RW forecasts are very similar for all series across the various forecasting horizons. Looking at Table 2 , we see that the long-memory forecasts for the three-month Eurocanadian dollar returns series are inferior to linear forecasts across all forecasting horizons (with a few exceptions based on the MAD metric). The long-memory model may fail to improve upon its linear counterparts if the impact of long memory is considerably further into the future, and the adjustment to equilibrium takes considerable time to complete. Therefore, any improvement in forecasting accuracy over the benchmark models may only be apparent in the very long run.
----------------------------INSERT Tables 2 through 8 AROUND HERE------------------
A different picture is evident for the remaining fractal Eurocurrency returns series. As Tables 3 through 8 To better judge the relative forecasting performance of the alternative modeling strategies, Table 9 reports ratios of the forecasting criteria values (RMSE and MAD) attained by the long-memory model with the highest d estimate for each series to that obtained from the RW model. For the GM, SF, and JY series, the improvements in forecasting accuracy are sizable, while the poor performance of the long-memory forecasts of the Eurocanadian dollar returns series is obvious. The largest forecasting improvements occur for the SF and JY series with smaller, yet significant improvements for the GM series.
----------------------------INSERT Table 9 AROUND HERE------------------
The forecasting performance of the long-memory model for the GM, SF, and JY series is consistent with theory. As the effect of the short-memory (AR) parameters dominates over short horizons, the forecasting performance of the long-memory and linear models is rather similar in the short run. In the long run, however, the dynamic effects of the short-memory parameters are dominated by the fractional differencing parameter d , which captures the long-term correlation structure of the series, thus resulting in superior longmemory forecasts. This evidence accentuates the usefulness of long-memory models as forecast generating mechanisms for some Eurocurrency returns series, and casts doubt on the hypothesis of the weak form of market efficiency for longer horizons. It also contrasts with the failure of ARFIMA models to improve on the random walk model in out-of-sample forecasts of foreign exchange rates (Cheung (1993a) ).
V. Conclusions
Using the spectral regression method, we find significant evidence of long-term stochastic memory in the returns series (yield changes) of threeand six-month Eurodeposits denominated in German marks, Swiss francs, and Japanese yen, as well as three-month Eurodeposits denominated in Canadian dollars. These series appear to be characterized by irregular cyclic fluctuations with long-term persistence. With the exception of the Canadian dollar returns series, the out-of-sample long-memory forecasts result in dramatic improvements in forecasting accuracy especially over longer horizons compared to benchmark linear forecasts. Price movements in these markets appear to be influenced not only by their recent history but also by realizations from the distant past. This is strong evidence against the martingale model, which states that, conditioning on historical returns, future returns are unpredictable.
We have established the practical usefulness of developing longmemory models for some Eurocurrency returns series. These results could potentially be improved in future research via estimation of ARFIMA models based on maximum likelihood methods (e.g. Sowell (1992) . These procedures avoid the two-stage estimation process followed in this paper by allowing for the simultaneous estimation of the long and short memory components of the series. Given the sample size of our series, however, implementing these procedures will be very computationally burdensome, as closed-form solutions for these one-stage estimators do not exist.
Additionally, in some cases the ML estimates of the fractional-differencing parameter appear to be sensitive to the parameterization of the high- -18- Notes: The forecasting performance of the long memory model corresponding to d = 0.210 is not reported as it is essentially identical to the one for d = 0.215 . See notes in Table 2 for additional explanation of the table.
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